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Namaste,

For those of you who don't know me, my name is Mukesh Mowji and I am from Umrakh.

Before I proceed with my statements for the coming year, I want to congratulate DV and his team for
bringing the momentum and financial viability of the LPS of USA back on track: almost 1300 life
members, almost 30 town hall and regional meetings, a new surge in annual membership, and countless
hours. DV, congratulations and thank you for what you have done. Nashville, I want to specially
recognize our convention co-chairs Sunil Patel and Gunwant Prema, and our convention chair Jayesh
Patel for an incredible show and convention. Incredible. More, thanks to the volunteers for your efforts
and sacrifice in making this event a great success. Finally, you the people of greater Nashville area,
and you the people who have travelled from far thank you, thank you, for being here.

To start, I want to recognize two more people, Narajibhai Patel, that started an LPS organization in
1978 in California, and Shankarbhai Patel who founded this LPS of USA in 1989. You are my fathers and
you are my mentors. Thank you. Our past, the presidents, the foundation: they are the backbone of
where we are today. Bhagubhai, CM, Natubhai, RV, Dan, BN, and DV. It’s been said that Dallas is LPS's
father and Nashville is LPS's mother then who is Atlanta, Houston, Los Angeles, and San Francisco
where it all started. Well we don't want to be maa or baap we just want to be LPS!

Now let me touch on the next 12 months.

It is time to change. We are 20 years old. At 21 years old we have come of age. Please focus your
attention to our logo.  Two figures representing a man and a woman. And two figures, representing
children. Note that the children are in front of the adults. In keeping with that image it’s time for us to
make the youth our priority.

It’s time to change our focus. Many have asked why my wife was not present at the convention. Thank
you for asking. My daughter fell a few days prior and had a fractured tailbone. She is doing fine as my
wife tends to her, I assure you they are both missed. Also, my wife’s grandmother passed away recently
n India. When god gives he pours, both happiness and sadness.

 I have been criticized for some of my actions, to those I say thank you. But to those I also say, change with
me, change with us, change our priority and make it blatant. Say what you're going to do, and do what
is said. It’s a lot easier to criticize than to participate in helping move us forward. Come on the field and
let's play together, we’re on the same team, let’s win together, again, thank you, now help us help us.

First, how many people know what Baby Einstein is? Well, it’s a system to teach kids the age of three to
seven, the alphabet, colors, days of the week, animals and other things. We, the LPS, are going to
initiate a project in conjunction with resources in India, to create a set of DVD's to teach the basics of
Gujarati to our children. Again focus on them and let's make a change.

Second, how many of you are aware of baseball cards? They are an excellent tool to learn about
professional baseball players. Kids of all ages have and collect those cards. We, the LPS, are going to
initiate a project, in conjunction with resources in India, to create a set of cards that will depict our
religious deities and their story on the back.  This will give fundamentals of our religion without a
sermon and again create a focus on them. Let's make a change for them.

Third, funding! One of our biggest issues. We, the LPS, will initiate a four tier program with three year
commitments of $10,000, $7,500, $5,000, and $2,500 per year for our vendor and partner community
to sponsor our initiatives. There are no initiatives without money. And this system will allow us to deliver
to our youth. Again focus on them and let's make a change.

Fourth, it is imperative that we participate with other communities from south Gujarat such as Matiya,
Bhakta, Charotar and progress those issues that affect us as a community. This has been long time
coming and, it’s about time to make the change for our youth.

Fifth, the politics have to stop. We the board, will correct the bylaws to create a step up process for the
positions moving up to president so that continuity can be created and projects can be completed. This
has to be done for our youth.

Last, I am very disappointed and you should be too, we should all be. The Muslim communities
worldwide have an aversion to pork. But we are Hindus. The cow for us is as much a mother as is the
earth and our own mother. We will be bringing this message to our community continuously ... Ladies
and gentlemen... NO MORE BEEF.

Finally, the board will be split into teams that will work on each goal. Each team will be responsible for
providing the results and status. We will give a report as to our progress.

Last, to focus on those two silhouettes of the children and not distract from that, we will have six
regional rotating and no convention at the end of my term. Conventions moving forward should be
every two years. Also we will cut the magazine production to 10 over a two year period versus 12.
One a quarter and one to report the year end results and transition.

Ladies and gentlemen, brothers and sisters, time for a progressive change, criticize within, and join the
effort in making progressive change for our children.

My name is Mukesh Mowji, and on behalf of my BOD and EC, I thank you.
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Dear Respected Leuva Members and LPS Board of Directors,

Jai Shree Krishna

I hope the annual issue of Leuva
Connection finds everyone in the
best of health. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank all
of my Leuva brothers and sisters,
vendors, sponsors and most of all,
the volunteers for making our LPS
National Convention safe, fun,
and successful.

Well folks, my term has come to
an end. This will be the last
magazine I will be publishing. I
want to thank Dahyabhai’s board
for giving me the opportunity to
serve as the publisher - it was a
true honor. Thank you to my
communications team especially Hasubhai, Houston, TX;
Lina, Cincinnati, OH; Anil Patel, Jacksonville, FL; and RP
Rama, Greenville, NC. They were of great assistance in
making the Leuva Connection magazine a profitable
success.

Your new publisher is Nayna (Nancy) Patel of Georgia. I
hope we have built a strong enough foundation for her and
her team to continue in the success of the magazine.

As most of you know I have taken time out from the LPS
board. I am a true believer in joining an association only if

I can make a difference and I believe with the help of the
communications team, we have made a difference by

building a strong foundation for the
upcoming Leuva Connection team.
This year, we created a template
with specific guidelines that you
will see in the magazine for years
to come. We made the magazine
about the members and not about
the LPS Board of Directors, by
minimizing BOD pictures and
maximizing Member pictures. We
set guidelines for each issue to
always have pages dedicated
towards Youth, Women, Health,
Family, Scholarship, LPS Events
across USA; and last but not the
least Little Leuvas. We eliminated

pages such as Bollywood news, and
repetitive news occurring in other magazines such as Garavi
Gujarat. If we keep this revolving door open, we can have
fresh and new ideas every year. This will prevent board
members from getting burnt out with all the politics. Like it
or not, just like any association, we too have politics. Some
people crave it some people despise it. I am the latter.

It was a pleasure serving y’all! That’s it from me for the last
time…enjoy the magazine.

Sunil B Patel, Publisher 2008/2009

Nashville, TN / Gaam Kharvasa
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LEUVAConventionLEUVA

Jayesh Patel, our 2008 Treasurer and the Chairman of Convention proudly
appreciates his volunteer team for creating THE best convention ever in
the history of LPS, and making a profit of $160,000 to our LPS of USA….
I, along with the convention chairs, would like to thank you in joining us to
celebrate 20 years of the Leuva Patidar Samaj of USA at the 7th National
Convention:  ‘Preserving Our culture For Future Generations’.
Together, we have taken our samaj organization to the next level! Our goal of
building a network across the US and creating a memorable experience for
many years to come, is well on its way to being a success. The trade show was
a big success with over 150 vendors of all different interests. Krish Dhanam
and Chris Gardner delivered great motivational speeches in general sessions.
Our entertainment rocked each night with professional singers, DJs for the
youth, boat ride, and most of all, the Variety Program night. The Variety Program
was the biggest hit of the convention as it rocked the night away with our very
own Leuva youths and adults. Our Co-chairs, Hina and Lina did an exceptional
job in gathering different variety programs and coordinating the event.
 The 20-40-60 panel discussion session saw a massive turnout of members of
all ages. The active session generated great discussions along with participation
of data gathering, which you will see in this issue of our Leuva Connection
magazine.
The 7th National convention broke all the records with its maximum attendees,
largest vendor booths, being well organized, and most of all it generated a
profit of $160,000 to the LPS of USA.  Out of this, $60,000 will be used to pay
off the house/office in Nashville and the remaining $100,000 will be in reserved
for the future with only interest usage.
This issue is dedicated to a very successful convention with articles from
volunteers, members, and youths.  Pictures, pictures, pictures…will describe
a thousand words…
The convention would not have been possible without the tireless and
countless hours spent by all of our volunteers and the graciousness from our
sponsors. We wish to express our gratitude for your kindness and support.
Enjoy this issue and please email comments to our next publication team.

Thank you,

Jai Shree Krishna and Jai Swaminarayan

Jayesh Patel, Convention Chairman

Making history, the Leuva wayMaking history, the Leuva way

Great attendance during the general sessions

Nashville Leuvas sing
the Indian national
anthem, Jana Ganna
Manna
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President Dhayabhai and his Team

Past Presidents celebrate LPS of USA’s 20th Anniversary

Dahyabhai presents Lina Patel with
the Presidential Award

Sanjay Patel, Co-Chair of Vendor's
Committee with Bollywood actress
Mandira Bedi

Dahyabhai presents an award to
incoming president Mukesh J Mowji

Dahyabhai presents Sunil Patel
with the Presidential Award

Dahyabhai presents Gunvant Prema
with the Presidential Award

Dahyabhai presents Jayesh Patel
with the Presidential Award
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LEUVAConvention Ages 15-20LEUVA

AS A high school graduate and an incoming freshman in
college, my experience at the Leuva Patidar Samaj
Convention was amazing. I was able to participate in all the
teen activities and also take part in a discussion that involved
a majority of the Samaj. The convention was very well
planned, and I felt that a lot of the convention was directed
towards the young adults. The daily lectures and activities
were helpful in many different ways. I was also very surprised
by the appearance of Chris Gardner. Usually the guest chosen
to speak at events like this, are directed towards a particular
group of people such as adults and their businesses, but this
guest was more of a motivational speaker and gave helpful
advice to all age groups.
      One way that the daily lectures helped, was that it
separated everyone into their age groups and within those
age groups they had been divided even more. I felt like
this was an excellent way to get somewhat personal with
the audience. At certain times of the day, all the kids

A complete experience
Shreya Jax on how the 7th annual convention had something for everyone…

Motivational speaker,
Krish Dhanam at the youth
session

Youth wait for their
session to begin

PJ Morar, Youth Co-Chair,
Rockin’ it with the youth!

from ages 13-19 were
together and then we
were spilt according to
our age and maturity
levels. The discussions
that involved the 18-20
year olds were related to
what we are going through now such as college and
starting to depend on ourselves. The discussions that
involved the parents were also really helpful from what
I heard. My mom and kaki were in discussions that
were directed towards self defense which they found
interesting and helpful. I was happy to hear that the
Samaj kept the parents busy as well as the kids and
grandparents.
      Overall the LPS did an excellent job of keeping
everyone busy and entertained by dividing the groups up
in ways that were beneficial and fun to the whole Samaj.
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A New Era of Leuva
Viren Morar on why
relationships are the
foundation of a community…

IT SEEMS in today’s world,
connections revolve around
relationships and it is those
relationships that form our
community. What is this
community and where does it derive from? Try as you may
but you might not understand community unless you truly
understand your relationships.
They come in many different shapes and sizes, such as family,
friends, business, work, politics and even marriage.
Nevertheless every connection is a relationship. Some are
established quickly and some are never forgiving. How you
manage these in your life is what moulds you into the person
you become.
As I walked through the Delta at Opryland Hotel during the
7th National LPS convention, I took the liberty to make eye
contact with everyone. Some that knew me and some that
didn’t. Why you ask? Well, why not? I have nothing to lose
and nor do the people I made contact with. My goal was for
them to accept my smile, that’s all, nothing more nothing
less. It worked because now when I run into familiar faces
they beat me to the punch and smile before I.
You may be asking yourself what my point is. Well, it’s simple.
I realized more so then, than I did before, that we as Leuvas
have the strength of community and this is the backbone of
our society. How simple it was to re-kindle an old friendship
or spark a new one, to meet and greet and network in our
own personal web of Leuvas. I met so many wonderful young
people, some local, some domestic, and those that travelled
from abroad. It was the smiles that were most gratifying, for
our youth expressed their genuine respect for our culture and
family. Questions were raised and comments were made
referencing parents, family, love, marriage and real world
concerns. Negative and positive perspectives show that the
youth of today truly care for the future, our culture and the
next generation.
The unity was evident during the convention and especially
amongst the 21+ youth. Our Nashville crowd played a
tremendous role in assisting and managing the event, which
brought together such a wonderful and memorable event.
Without their support none of what was accomplished would
have come together as fluid as it did.
Simple relationships from yesterday, stronger bonds from today
and nurturing ones tomorrow can only result in unison, and
that is our community. Our community is one and the
relationships we have and share is what will help preserve
our culture for future generations.
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Nashville youth

Sareena Patel performs the
Bharat Natyam

Little leuvas performing to G.U.J.J.U

Nashville kids perform Aisa desh hai mera...

Jai jai Shiv Shankar...

Rang  barse bheege...

Ohio Leuvas dancing to I Love My India...

Youth Cultural ProgramYouth Cultural Program
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Kal, Aaj aur Kal - Cultural Program

Dola re Dola

Udi Jub Jub Zulfe Teri

Mera Juta hai Japani

Pardesia…

Kajra Re

Chaiya Chaiya
Madhu Bala Mumtaz Geeta Bali Dimple Madhubala
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‘Kal, Aaj, Aur Kal’ variety program, was produced and
directed by Yash (Lina) Raj and Karan (Hina) Johar. It made
for 30 minutes of high energy performace by Ohio and
TN Leuvas who rocked the night away, re-enacting
Bollywood stars from Geeta Bali in the 1960s to Hrithik
Roshan in the 2000s... 

Meena Kumari Vyjanthimala Kaho na pyaar hai...

Lina (left) and Hina

Shola jo bhadke....
Aaj kal tere mere pyaar
ke charche... Hum to tere aashiq hai...

Morni baaga ma bole...
Chane ke
khet mein... Khaike paan

banaraswala... Jhoot bole...
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In Memorium
Nina Champaklal Patel

December 6, 1973 -
2009

Nina Champaklal Patel,
daughter of Savitaben and
Champakbhai Patel, was
born on December 6, 1973.
She grew up in
Madisonville, KY with her
four older sisters and six
cousins. Out of all the

sisters, Nina was and is still seen as the role model by all
of her cousins. She attended nursing school in Kentucky
and was awarded valedictorian of her class.
Not only was she the most dedicated student in school,
but she also had a sarcastic sense of humor which left
everyone laughing for hours.
She loved to listen to Hindi music and her all-time
favorite song was Soldier, Soldier. However, her most
admirable quality was her loving heart. While Nina
showed this quality as a nurse, she also cared the most
about her family.
Although all the cousins grew up and moved away, she
always put her family first and found it important to keep
in touch with everyone. She had the ability to touch the
lives of everyone she met and this is the reason she will
always remain alive in all our hearts.
Nina always talked about how life was the most precious
thing in the world, and tried to improve the lives of those
who were less fortunate. She was able to relate to everyone,
no matter what their age. We were very fortunate to have
her in our lives. Even though Nina is no longer with us, we
will always remember her enthusiasm and caring heart
which touched our lives and will always remain in our
memories.

In Memorium
Pooja Suresh Patel

November 1, 1994 –
September 5, 2009

Pooja Suresh Patel, daughter of
Sureshbhai and Lataben Patel
(Gaam Dhaman) of Irving, TX,
was born on November 1, 1994.
She is the youngest of four
daughters and nineteen
grandchildren, but was the
only one with a larger than life personality. She had a heart
of gold that reached out to anyone and everyone. Pooja has
always believed family comes first; this value of hers is
responsible for our family’s close bond, a bond that has
developed from thoughtful measures that she took to keep
us connected. She was quite the charismatic young lady;
so ambitious and so talented that she played more sports
than all of the grandchildren put together and never lost
focus of school, family, or religion. She aspired to be a
pediatrician because she loved to help and be surrounded
by kids. Her latest fascinations included Bollywood actor
Shahid Kapoor, Indian serials, soccer, and enjoying her first
year in high school. At her young age, Pooja was able to
understand things others could never grasp as teenagers.
She was caring, smart, funny, energetic, resilient, adored,
beautiful, and pure.  She was selfless putting others before
herself. She was simply extraordinary. She has been and
will always remain the light in our family’s lives with all
the sweet and loving memories she left us. Dear Pooja, we
love you and we miss you. God needs you more than us is
why he took you away from us. Your bright smile, your
talkative personality, and your eagerness to make friends
are some of your many great traits. You are a daughter, a
friend, and a sister to many on earth. You are everywhere,
in our spirit, our thoughts, and our joy!

What is a Daughter to a Father? What is a Daughter to a Mother?
The LPS Community responded with these comments on the group’s Facebook page...

“A daughter is the
happy memories of the

past, the joyful mo-
ments of the present,

and the hope and
promise of the future”

“Certain is it that there is no kind of affection
so purely angelic as of a father to a daugh-
ter.  In love to our wives there is desire; to
our sons, ambition; but to our daughters

there is something which there are no words
to express”

“To a father grow-“To a father grow-“To a father grow-“To a father grow-“To a father grow-
ing old, nothing ising old, nothing ising old, nothing ising old, nothing ising old, nothing is

dearer than adearer than adearer than adearer than adearer than a
daughter”daughter”daughter”daughter”daughter”

“To a Mother, a Daughter is an
Angel, The most precious Gift

from God..  You got a best friend
for life.. Which understands you

more than any one...They
brighten up your world in a way,
no would ever..My Daughters are
the Sunshine of my life..... If I may

say in Hindi.. YEH BETIYA TO
BABUL KE DIL KI  RANIYA HEY...”

“To a mother, a daughter is
truly a part of herself reborn
living a new life, a daughter

represents the values a mother
has embedded her with, she is
a mothers best friend always

sharing her sorrows and
happiness, to a father she is
“the apple of his eye” she is
“that girl” the father loves

unconditionally...”

“For a Father a

giFt that keeps

giving back even

when she is gone.”

“A daughter is

the sparkle in

her father’s

eyes......”

“Daughter is
true love for

father and
mother but I do
not know why

they need son.”

“A daughter is a little

girl who grows up to be

a friend”

“A daughter is
a gift of love”
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The best of the 20-40-60 panel discussion
WHAT IS YOUR MOST IMPORTANT JOB AS YOU RAISE YOUR KIDS?
• Keep telling them that you have to study and have six-figure jobs
• You have to be successful but you still need good values
• Being a good human is more important than culture though
• Self-sufficiency, ambition and inner- strength are required: go carve your
own kingdom!
• The parents need to keep themselves away from ‘lafadas’ first

WHY DO OUR TEEN SHY AWAY FROM OUR CULTURE, RELIGION AND
SAMAJ?
• You have to find harmony in our new homeland
• The age group of three to nine years is critical and all these values have to be
taught during these time
• There should be a balance with east and west and parents need to take the time to understand. Grandparents also need

to understand
• Some kids really enjoy certain parts of our culture more than they let on, I don’t know why they would be ashamed to
show it especially to their American friends?
• The more you’re exposed to your culture, the more you will appreciate it and not be embarrassed
• Parents should lead by example and express love more often
• Samaj/Parents expect us to blindly do as we’re told, we’re not expected to think. If you cant explain/teach us then

we’re not interested. Samaj doesn’t make functions fun, we don’t like nataks but that’s the majority of Nashville’s GCA
functions

• Samaj needs to have more interactive activities with our teens to keep them interested in our culture
• Parents do not care about religion they just brag about

WHAT IS THE RIGHT TIME TO GET MARRIED?
• Let them be independent on their own: this will teach them finance, budgeting,

sacrifice
• Up to 25 years would be a good age to get married
• Time should not be a limit, yet kids need to not over-abuse that space given
• The age should be 23 years and above, because at the age of 20 guys are not

mature
• Both partners need to be educated and financially knowledgeable. It is important

for both to be responsible and strong enough to even be in a relationship/
marriage

• What is the point of getting married early if you can’t support yourself?
• Every life is different, no one path works for all

MILLIONAIRE BY INHERITANCE……
• Passing a lot of wealth to our children is good, but we

must first feed them with priorities
• It’s nice to have money as a security but the children

can’t rely on it: they need to make their own money
• If you teach your children correctly they can be

successful on their own; parents do not enjoy their
lives because they want to save it all for kids;
parents should learn to enjoy their earnings
• When money is given and used well to start a child’s

life there is absolutely nothing wrong with passing
money as long as it isn’t blown away

• A hungry dog beats well-fed dog….every time!
• It is ok to give them money but kids need to learn the

value of money
• The reason we as mentors are constantly growing

financially is because unlike white people, we’re
constantly building on the hard work of the

previous generations

BRIDE SHOPPING?
• This is abuse when boy or girl is forced. I’ve been

married for 23 years: we both had up and downs
through our married life but faith in yourselves
is a key factor. If you get treated like a bahu,
doing this and that all by yourself  then get
criticized for being a good bahu, then that’s not
on. You carry on feeding, working, caring e t c .
Then you give up after 20 years. This comes from
a good Patel bahu.
• Men know they can always go to India and find a

woman. There are too many women left in the
US that are not even looked at. Parents also push
a bahu from India which is not the best
option.
• You don’t shop for a bride, you follow your heart
• Bride shopping is not a problem; it allows women and

men to find traits they like in the opposite sex
• Find your own bride that will be your best friend and

girlfriend
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ARE LEUVA YOUNG MEN FALLING BEHIND IN LIFE
AS COMPARED TO LEUVA WOMEN?
• Because women didn’t have the opportunity before
• Women go to work, take care of the kids and the house,

cook, clean. What do the boys do?
• Not enough lions, too many sheep
• That’s true for some people but others needed to push

themselves more: lazy is a horrible word , that’s what
most young guys are

• Boys need to be pushed as much as girls
• Girls have to sometimes fight for the same opportunities

as boys and since they are more motivated, they tend
to succeed

• This is why they are taking longer to get married as
they are enjoying their carefree lives: it is becoming
harder for the girls who are ready to get married

• Some boys just don’t care no matter how much they
know they can achieve and be successful

• These don’t apply to us- my boys doing just fine so far!

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES FOR A NEWLY MARRIED
COUPLE IN THE FIRST FEW YEARS ARE?
• They just have to understand each other
• Back in the day married couples had it tough especially

the bride coming into a new family, but today families
have calmed down and understand what is happening

• Couples are dumb and most relationships are not born
off a solid foundation that can help marriage

• The guys think that women have to do all housework.
I believe that they have to help out often because

women want to be able to come home from
work and relax too!
• They are financially strapped
• Communication between partners is a key: Parents,

job, stress, family will always create tension,
communication can help resolve this

• For the girls, they have to go through change and learn
everything all over again according to her sasru

• They should know how to cook Indian food
• It all depends on the family and how the boy and girl

were brought up as well
• This is a generation who looks for instant gratification
• As long as they are happy, do not interfere in their
life

MOST IMPORTANT RESOURCE IN FINDING A SUITABLE
MATE FOR OUR NEW GENERATION?

•  Should find by themselves not by the parents
•  We need a group of people dedicated to it
•  If the family is okay with other type of family

it is okay to get married with those who are
other than Patel but that don’t mean that kids
have to change their religion

•  Get out and meet people: if LPS is important
 then organize more within the LPS community

•  If parents stop taking their sons to India to
   find brides, then the parents of  daughters

would not have such a hard time finding matches for them
• Need a ‘shaadi.com’ just for LPS
• Network, network, network

WHEN YOU ARE UNABLE TO MANAGE FOR YOURSELF
IN YOUR GOLDEN YEARS?
• Live happily, don’t worry. Do what you want to do in

your golden years, all that makes you happy
• Should buy a house and go from there
• Be independent: the children have their own lives
• Nursing home is not a bad idea to take some burden

off our kids
• Work harder, retire earlier. Life is meant to be lived
• Plan your earnings to take care of yourself. Daughters

can and should be allowed to care for us if they and
the parents wish

• If we have raised our sons right, they will be more
than happy to help us

• Hopefully the money that we have saved will allow
us good health care and house help in golden years

WHAT WILL BE THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE TO US AS
A SAMAJ IN 25-50 YEARS?
• I don’t think many parents know how to communicate

the values which should be the foundation of any family
to kids in this generation

• We already are lazy due to technology and its going to
keep getting worse

• Be positive; bring Leuva values to the home
• Our once collective culture has faded into an

individualistic one
• Need to motivate kids to learn religion
• Networking, work ethics and culture
• If we have a strong foundation then the Samaj would

be very hard to break. We need to involve young
generation specially young women

• People don’t care about the Samaj now. The only reason
people come here is for fun so just imagine what’s gonna
happen in 25 years. Right now, we are in the Samaj
convention where there is no meat for members but
board members were looking/eating meat at vendors
buffet, then why Samaj can’t have meat? Just to show?
That’s not gonna take the Samaj anywhere

• Alcohol will bring us down
• Young generation is becoming like an asshole, no offence
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Oh…and don’t forget the happy parents enjoying their sessionswhile the kids were in the hands of Chittal and Dimpal…yougirls are awesome!

LPS president Mukesh Mowji had a surprised session

conversing about Heritage, Culture, India, Heroes of

India, and “Shing is King”! Apparently all the kids

walked away singing the phrase throughout the

day…thank you MJM!

Arts and Craft….

Movie watching was one of their favorite

down times….

Priest Ravi Dave educated the little Leuvas

on religion…

The friendly environment was set in a large open room

with snacks and drinks available at all times. Several

volunteer ladies from the Volunteer Team took turns

in assisting Chittal and Dimpal throughout the two

day sessions…Thank you, Ladies!

Organized by Chittal Patel and Dimpal Patel

Yoga with Premi Mohan…

Ages 9 and under

Leuva kids enjoy a puppet show on the first day of theconvention…

LEUVA Little Leuvas at LPS ConventionLittle Leuvas at LPS Convention

Ages 9 and under

Organized by Chittal Patel and Dimpal Patel

Enthralled by the magic show…
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THE LPS Foundation has been organized to operate as a
charitable organization that seeks to support, subsidize, and
promote religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, and
educational activities. It
administers funds from
endowment built through
contributions and/or
donations by individuals and
institutions.
Since the inception of the
Foundation, we have been
very active in striving to
achieve the set goal:
extending financial help by
way of scholarship to students
to help them achieve the
best education.
Since the inception of the
Foundation, we have been
progressing well, thanks to the
generous support of
community members as well other those from outside
the Leuva community.
As of today, the LPS Foundation has a total fund of over

The collective will to make a difference
$900,000 - just short of $100,000 to reach the coveted million-
dollar mark.

We want to help students
to obtain the best
education of their choice
which otherwise they may
not achieve due to
financial constraints.
Every year scholarships
are distributed to
deserving students and as
of 2008 $71,000 has been
distributed.
We are happy to inform
our members that the LPS
of USA is doing an
excellent job in
promoting this
philanthropic fund in
every town hall and
regional meeting.

Even though it is a long way to go,
we are confident that we will have even more donors to
contribute to this worthy cause: because our children are
our future.

WE ARE highly delighted to sponsor one of the best
philanthropic programs, the LPS Scholarship Fund which
helps need-based students pursue their educational goals.
We all know that education is the most powerful tool for
social reform and economic recovery. Also, the value of
education has been universally recognized as fundamental
human rights. It opens doors of opportunity to better living
and also broadens views about social norms, thus helping
to create a law-abiding and peace-loving society.
We, Alex N Sill Company, take pride to sponsor such a
program of the LPS of USA.
Since 1928, the Alex N Sill Company has been the pre-
eminent firm of adjusters that assist insureds in the recovery
of property insurance claims. As an advocate for the
policyholder, Sill prepares, presents and adjusts property
insurance claims throughout the US, Canada, Mexico, the
Caribbean and Central America.
Known as a “loss consultant” or a “public adjuster” the Sill
Company’s services are necessary because of the obvious
conflict of interest when one person (the insurance
company’s adjuster) asserts that they can represent both
sides of a financial transaction. The insured is often left
unguided in the process and is at a major disadvantage
against the adjuster and his resources. The Sill Company
fills that void for the policyholder.
Today the Sill Company staffs teams of professionals
experienced in preparing detailed claims documentation

Education: a powerful tool for economic recovery

in compliance with the policy and in the best interest of
the policyholder. Sill’s in house staff includes highly trained
personnel in insurance adjusting, building estimating,
contents and equipment appraisal and accounting. Each
team is lead by an experienced adjuster who co-ordinates
all actions and communications with the client and the
insurance companies representatives.
Services provided by Sill include total claim preparation
and settlement discussions with the insurance company’s
representatives. The objective is to recover the maximum
dollar amount available under the policy conditions,
expedite the recovery and relieve the insured of much
of the time-consuming details of the claims process. This
is accomplished through Sill’s effective negotiating
techniques based on a thorough understanding of the
claims process, the insurance policy and the appraisal
of the loss.
Sill is licensed in every state in the nation that offers such
licenses for adjusters representing the insured. Sill’s client
base is from virtually every industry and the firm carries
the endorsement of many industry organizations.
The Alex N Sill Company is headquartered in Cleveland,
Ohio. Corporate offices are located at 6000 Lombardo
Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44131. Telephone 1-800-524-0006.
Branch offices include Atlanta, Denver, Detroit,
Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Montana, Orlando, Pittsburgh,
Portland, and Toronto.

A peek into the Scholarhip Fund, maintained and promoted by the LPS Foundation Inc...

A message from one of the corporate sponsors for the Scholarship Fund...
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Invitation for Nomination of Trust-
ees - LPS Foundation Inc

It is our great pleasure to inform the members that LPS
Foundation is progressing at very fast pace. This would not
have been possible without the support of our generous
community members. It is a well known fact that our
members care for their community. To achieve even better
results we need highly dynamic trustees who can commit
financial help and promote the LPS Foundation.
As per the bylaws two seats of Trustees of LPS Foundation
will be eligible for elections during 2009-2010. We would
like to invite nominations for these two seats.
Please send your nominations to:
Address LPS Foundation Inc, 716 Sweetwater Cir

Old Hickory TN 37138
Phone 615-739-5088, Fax: 615-739-5266
Email ravidave12@comcast.net or

ravileuvapatidar@yahoo.com 

Nomination Form
1. Name: Father‘s

Name  Last Name
2. Gaam:
3. Mailing Address: Street ,

Town  State  Zip:
4. Phone Number:  Cell
5. Email Address:

AS A fifth-year medical student at
the University of Missouri-Kansas
City’s six year BA/MD program, I
spend a lot of time serving others.
There is nothing more gratifying in
life than to see the success of your
hard work. That is exactly what the
Leuva Patidar youth represent in
our community: our success.
The Leuva Patidar Samaj
Scholarship Foundation has
provided a great way for us to support our future.
While some students are fortunate enough to have two
parents and a financial support system, others may have
only one or no parents and are faced with difficult
decisions that may not allow for a higher education. An
old proverb says, “It takes a village to raise a child.”
Let’s ensure that each Leuva Patidar child has the support
of the entire Leuva Patidar Samaj. I want to encourage
each Leuva Patidar to make it a personal goal to ensure the
education of every child in our community. Work with the
Gujarati Samaj in your own community to help raise money
for the Leuva Patidar Scholarship foundation or head up a
committee in your city or state, dedicated to coming up
with ideas to support the foundation. With the tight-knit
community that we have, success is inevitable if we all
work together to make every child’s dreams come true.

Krushangi Patel

LPS FOUNDATION INC
Scholarship Recipients

YEAR   Recipient    State   Amount

2002  KAMAL H PATEL OH 2500

BINA S PATEL VA 2500

2003  ROSHAN PATEL 4000

 KAMAL H PATEL OH 2000

2004  VISHAL PATEL 2000

 SURAJ B PATEL TX 3000

 KISHAN GOVIND SC 2000

 BINA S PATEL  VA 1000

2005  SHIV P PATEL TX 1000

 SURAJ B PATEL TX 2000

 REENA D PATEL AL 3000

 SEJAL J PATEL CA 4000

 BINA S PATEL  VA 2000

2006  KRUSHANGI S PATEL MO 5000

 MEHUL H PATEL NC 3000

AJAY H JARIWALA NC 3000

2007  SANJU S NAGIN IN 1000

 KOMAL K PATEL TX 500

 JIGNA A PATEL TN 500

 KOMAL K PATEL OH 1000

 DANNY D NAGAR OH 1000

 SEJAL J PATEL CA 500

 KAREN B PATEL SC 500

 NILISHA A PATEL OH 1000

 SONAM J PATEL CA 500

 DHARMI B PATEL CA 1000

 ANANDKUMAR R PATEL FL 1000

 KRUSHANGI S PATEL MO 500

 BINA S PATEL  VA 500

 AJAY H JARIWALA  NC 500

2008  DHARMI B PATEL CA 2000

 SONAM J PATEL CA 3000

 SEJAL J PATEL CA 3000

 PUNAM K PATEL CA 2000

 JITIN R PATEL FL 2000

 JIGNA A PATEL TN 2000

A Brighter Tomorrow

Scholarship
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AS A CHILD growing up, Bhavin
has been through countless
number of therapies (speech,
occupational and physical);
doctor appointments; a visit to the
emergency room; four ear tube
procedures; a tear duct procedure
and two major ear operation.
Obviously, he has come through
with flying colors.
Bhavin has always been
interested in sports. He is a huge
Cowboys and Lakers fan. He also
cheers his Braves. Bhavin’s
parents tried him out for
basketball and soccer for a
couple of seasons but he didn't
seem interested. Then they put
him in tee ball and now baseball
and he thoroughly loves it, so
much so that he has been at it for
at least 10 years.
Initially, he was in a league where anything goes.
Basically, everybody on the team got to bat and run the
bases. As he improved, he was shifted to a competitive
baseball league where the rules are still relaxed but
close to the real game (five runs or three outs for each
team per inning). Bhavin has gotten to a point now where
he gets most of his hits off the pitching machine (and
not off the tee). Mind you, he is aware of a lot of the
rules in these different sports! By the way, the team that
he was on this past season went undefeated. Also, he
has been on a bowling league for the past year or so.
One thing that Bhavin’s family and friends always admire
about him is that regardless of whether his team won or
lost, he always has his priceless smile!
Bhavin loves his music as well. After school and homework
is done, almost every afternoon, he cranks up the music
and dances in his room.
Bhavin is pretty much independent. He showers and dresses
himself. He lets himself in the house after school through the
garage using the garage door opener. He disables the alarm
system once he gets in and calls both his mom and dad that
he is in safe and sound. He uses the microwave to warm up
his snack.
Bhavin has also learnt how to shop at the grocery store.
He can use his calculator to figure out how much things
cost. He can count to 100 by one, five and ten. He
recognizes money - both paper and coin.  He has index
cards with words that he can read.
After high school, Bhavin  will be going into what is
called an adapt program. It is here that they will
transition him from the academic world to the working

world. He has four years to
develop an interest in whatever
he wants to do. Currently, he is
leaning towards working in a
bakery or the bowling alley. His
parents also hope to try and
volunteer his time at a hospital.
Bhavin’s mom should be given
a lot of credit for keeping all
those doctor appointments and
helping him with his homework.
His sister has done quite a bit as
well. When he was a little boy,
there were times when he
wouldn't listen to his parents, but
he always listened to his sister.
Although now he just ignores her
and will occasionally shut his
room door in her face: he’s a
regular teenager!

Sometimes a very special lesson can come only from a very special friend. Bhavin Dinesh Patel of Atlanta, GA, teaches us
to keep our heads high and our smiles wide....

LPS: LPS inspires me
because in LPS they
remind us of our Indian
culture. They want the kids
to not think they are fully
American, but they are
Indians. LPS also
celebrates Indian festivals
so that all the members
can enjoy Indian festivals
in America. That is why
LPS inspires me.
Mahatma Gandhi:
Mahatma Gandhi inspires
me because of his bravery
and his knowledge. If it
was not for Mahatma
Gandhi, we would still be ruled by the British. Because of
his bravery and his knowledge we are free. And that is
why he inspires me.
My Parents: My parents are my role models. They inspire
me because of their hard work and perseverance. My dad
had told me that when they had come to America they
did not have a penny in their pocket. It is because of their
hard work that we are on this level. Whatever I am, I am
because of my parents. I love you Mom and Dad.

My everyday heroes
Twelve-year-old Houston, TX, resident Miraj Samir Patel,
of Gaam Dhaman, describes why LPS, Mahatma Gandhi,
and his Parents are a source of inspiration to him…
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SHE IS an individual who juggles several
roles throughout her daily life. She is a
career-driven individual, a multi-tasking
wife and a loving mother who loves not
just her own, but all children – a gift of
love for which children admire and love
her.
Chittal Patel, daughter of Sureshbhai J
and Pravatiben Patel from Dallas, TX, is
wife to Jatin Patel and the daughter in-
law of Pravinbhai and Manjuben Patel
of Clarksville, TN.
Chittal was born in Preston, UK and lived
there with her family. Growing up,
Chittal not only gained knowledge in
family traditions and culture, but also
how to live her own life and help others
in every aspect. She has many hobbies
by now, such as crafting, dancing,
music, playing pool, cooking,
participating in faith-related activities,
business and sales.
Chittal graduated with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Medical Technology
from the South Western Medical School
in Dallas, TX. After few years of working
as a Medical Technologist, Chittal
married Jatin and started her life as a
wife, daughter-in-law and an hotelier. She
continued working part-time as a Medical
Technologist at the Centennial Medical Hospital in
Nashville, TN.
Chittal has obtained the certification for CHO and
CHA and used the knowledge gained to help her in
her current career as a General Manager at the
Holiday Inn Express & Suites, Mt Juliet TN.
She holds her father’s advice of ‘Life is like a school,
you will continue learning and facing challenges, it
is you who must accept everything that comes your
path, and you will succeed’, very close to her heart.
Chital is mother to a four year old son, Aadi Patel. During
the LPS convention, she and her friend Dimpal were
responsible for organizing a program for children nine
years and under. The two day sessions were professionally
organized to cater the needs of children while teaching
them the culture and heritage of LPS. Her dedication for
children and youth comes from the fact that she loves
interacting with them and has an abundance of patience.
Chittal is representative of all that LPS women can do
today: she has pursued multiple educational degrees, has
made the transition from a sales and business family to
working as a medical professional and hotelier, while
keeping up with her roles of a daughter-in-law, mother
and wife.

Dimpal M Patel of Nashville, TN is in the spot light!
This Leuva lady, along with her best friend Chittal,
dedicated endless hours towards making our
National LPS Convention a success. A success for
the nost important Leuvas in the nation: the Little
Leuvas. Can you imagine the patience she had,
surrounded with lots of Little Leuvas in a room for
two days? She not only kept them calm, happy and
smiling but sent them home with knowledge,

friendship and an OM backpack…Thank you, Dimpal!
Dimpal was born in Puna, India on September 19, 1976. She
married her high school sweetheart, Mitul V Patel on
November 14, 1998. Today she spends most of her time with
their two beautiful kids, Krishan and Karina-Maya. Dimpal
attended the Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU) for
a Bachelors in Marketing and also received her Certificate in
Nurse Aide. Currently she is a stay-at-home mom spending
time with her kids, cooking and reading. Her hobbies are
scrapbooking, photo editing and taking pictures. She loves to
volunteer in the LPS community by helping others in need.
Her dedication truly showed during the convention as she
prioritized the Little Leuvas by spending all the time with
them and not attending the daily sessions.

Dedicated

Loving
Girl power: Dimpal Patel (left) and Chittal Patel

Krishan and Maya
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AT LEAST ONCE, if not often, in a Hindu
household a particular statement is made by
a parent: ”Beta, don’t eat beef”. And the child
asks, “Why?”
The answers, amongst the few, are as follows:
“Because, we are Hindu and we don’t eat
cows…” or “Because, Cows are Sacred…” or
“Because, Cows are Lord Krishna’s Favorite
Animal”.
The answers go on. Well, parents, lets add
a few more answers to the list…
• In India, the cow is believed to be a symbol
of the earth - because it gives so much yet
asks nothing in return.
• Cows form the core of religious sacrifices,
for without ghee or clarified liquid butter,
which is produced from cow’s milk, no sacrifice can be
performed.
• Cow acts as a surrogate mother by providing milk to human
beings for the whole life. So the cow is truly the mother of the
world.
• Since the cow is thought to be God’s useful gift to mankind,
consuming beef or veal is considered sacrilegious for Hindus.
Selling beef is banned in many Indian cities, and few Hindus
would be ready to even taste cattle meat, for socio-cultural

No Beef, please, we are Hindus
The movement to encourage awareness about our cultural and religious links with one of Hinduism’s holiest animals
was spearheaded at the recent annual convention...

reasons.
“If someone were to ask me what the most
important outward manifestation of Hinduism
was, I would suggest that it was the idea of
cow protection,” Mahatma Gandhi, India’s
legendary nonviolent leader, once wrote.
“In religion, India is the only millionaire...The
One land that all men desire to see and having
seen once, by even a glimpse, would not give
that glimpse for all the shows of all the rest of
the globe combined” said Mark Twain(1835-
1910), the famous American author.
LPS president Mukesh Mowji is adamant about
the campaign which received an enthusiastic
ovation from the large audience at the recent
annual convention. “The Indian community

at large gains identity at one end and loses it at another,’ said
Mowji. “We are taught at a young age that our first mother is
our birth mother, our second mother is the earth, and the cow
is our third mother. Then wht do we continue this wrong. We
are Hindus, its time we acted like it.’ During the convention
the youth were most enthusiastic as they greeted others with
the NO MORE BEEF slogan.  Mowji is hoping that other social
and religious organizations, especially those claiming to be
Indian and Hindu, also take up the NO MORE BEEF campaign.

Harshvina “Helen” Zaver, CHA
Senior Associate
National Hospitality Group
1100 Abernathy Rd, Ste 600
Atlanta, GA 30328
P. 678.808.2786   F. 678.808.2710
E. helen.zaver@marcusmillichap.com
W. www.marcusmillichap.com/hzaver

Let me help you Buy or Sell your Hotel

• Over 22 years experience in the Hotel Industry and with Hotel Associations

• Backed by one of the largest commercial brokerages in the nation—over
70 offices throughout the country

• Here is a sample of our Current Inventory:

TN Executive Inn   93 Rms $1.5m GA Holiday Hotel 132 Rms $2.9m0
IN Clarion Inn 145 Rms $2.95m NC Country Inn 119 Rms $5.75m
IN Wingate Inn   96 Rms $7.25m TX Super 8 50 Rms $3.m

Confidential Listings such as Hilton, Marriott and IHG Hotels Available

CONTACT ME FOR INFORMATION ON OVER 80 HOTEL LISTINGS

VALUED AT OVER $500 MILLION

OR FOR A FREE PRICING ANALYSIS ON YOUR HOTEL PROPERTY!

www.MarcusMillichap.com
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±Î¤Îfl ÿÂ˝fi

V‰. ÁÏ‰÷Î⁄ıfi fiÎ√fl∞ ’Àı·

…L‹—

÷Î.— 12-04-1925

ÎÎ lÌ ¿ÚWHÎ ÂflHÎ_ ‹‹— ÎÎÎÎ ü fi‹— ÏÂ‰Î› ÎÎ

Ïfi‘fi—

÷Î.— 1-08-2009

±‹ÎflÎ ’fl‹ ’ÒF› ‹Î÷lÌ ÁÏ‰÷Î⁄ıfi fiÎ√fl∞ ’Àı·fi_ ÷Î. 1-8-09fiı ÂÏfi‰Îflı
±¿Î‚ı ÿ—¬ÿ ±‰ÁÎfi ◊÷Î_ ±‹ÎflÎ ’Ïfl‰Îflı ÷ı‹fiÌ ÏÂ÷‚ »hÎ»Î›Î √‹Î‰Ì »ı. ÷ı±˘
‰ÎIÁS›Á¤fl ’IfiÌ, ‹Î÷Î, µÿÎfl ±fiı ’fl√…\ T›„@÷ Ë÷Î. ±‹fiı ÷ı‹fiÌ ¬˘À ∞‰fi¤fl
ÁÎ·Âı.

Ëo‹ıÂÎ F›Îflı ‹fiW› Ï‰«Îflı »ı ¿ı ⁄Ì…ı ZÎHÎı ‹Îfl_ Q≤I› »ı ÷˘ Ë_ Â_ ¿‹ÎHÎÌ ¿flÌfiı …¥Â.
flÎ…›˘√ Q≤I› fiı ∞‰÷Î ‹ÎÀıfiÌ lıWÃ ÁÎ‘fiÎ »ı. flÎ…›˘√ ¶ÎflÎ ±ÎI‹Îfi_ Á_’ÒHÎ˝ iÎÎfi ÷◊Î
±fi¤ÒÏ÷ ’˛ÎÅ ◊‰Îfiı ¿ÎflHÎı ÂflÌfl◊Ì ‹@÷ ◊‰_ ÁË… ⁄fiı »ı. ±Î‰_ ÁË… flÎ…›˘√ fiÎ
iÎÎfifi˘ ±P›ÎÁ ¿flÌ ’. ÁÏ‰÷Î⁄Î ±Î ∞‰fifiÌ fi˙¿Î ∞‰÷Î Ë÷Î, ±fiı ±Î Ï‰rfiÎ
fiÎÀ¿‹Î_ ’ÎÃ ¤…‰÷Î Ë÷Î. ¥rflfiÌ ›Îÿ‹Î_, ¿‹˝›˘√Ì ⁄fiÌ, lıWÃ ¿‹˘˝fi_ ¤Î◊_ ¤ı√_
¿fl‰ÎfiÎ ±ÎÂ›ı Q≤I›fiı ∞÷Ì Â¿Î› »ı. Á‹√˛ Ï‰rfiÎ fiÎÀ¿fi_ ±Î ±_Ï÷‹ tU› «Î·Ì flèÎ_
»ı. ÷ı◊Ì ›Îÿ flÎ¬Ì±ı, ““…⁄ CÎfl ΩfiÎ Ëı, fi‰ ¿flÂı ¿˘¥ Â˘¿, flÁÌ¿ÕÎ fi‰ ¿flÂ˘ ¿˘¥ Â˘¿.
±‹ı Á˙ ⁄Î‚¿˘ ’. ÁÏ‰÷Î⁄ÎfiÎ ±ÎI‹Îfiı Ï«fl ÂÎL÷Ì ‹Ô‚ı ±ı‰Ì ’˛Î◊˝fiÎ ¿flÌ±ı. ÷ı‹fiÎ
±Îfi_ÿfiÌ ›ÎhÎÎfiı …wfl ›Îÿ flÎ¬ÌÂ_. ü ÂÎ_Ï÷ ü ÂÎ_Ï÷ ü ÂÎ_Ï÷

Vallabhbhai N. Patel
16130 Terry Lane, Huntersville, NC 28078

Home: 704 992 6353, M.: 704 649 6833,

·Ì.
‰S·¤¤Î¥ fiÎ√fl∞ ’Àı· (’hÎ)

÷◊Î ’Ïfl‰ÎflfiÎ …›lÌ ¿ÚWHÎ

Shri Ramanbhai (Dayarambhai) Thakor Patel came to the US from
India in 1980, and settled in Stockton, CA where he resided for over
25 years.

He was one of the main founders and developers for the Stockton
Samaj. Shri Ramanbhai was very passionate about food, and about
cooking, especially for the family and the community. He spent
numerous hours helping cook for events. Equally passionate about
the Samaj, he donated a great deal of items to help establish the
Samaj throughout the years and nurtured it with his dedication.

Shri Ramanbhai is remembered as a very caring and kind hearted
person, a community pillar who was always willing to help others.

He was on dialysis since 2003, after both of his kidneys failed.
Although he battled his health and was on and off, but he remained,
til the end, happy and larger than life. His grandkids were his pride
and joy.

Ramanbhai (Dayarambhai) Thakor Patel

Date of Birth
8-24-1945

Date of Death
6/09/2009

In Loving Memory of

Shri Chhotubhai Vasanji Patel had a Bachelors Of Arts
degree in Economics from Gujarat University in India. Born
in Velanpore, India, Shri Chhotubhai moved in 1953 to
Lusaka, Zambia, where he was a successful businessman
for 36 years. He came to the USA in 1989. Shri Chhotubhai
spent his early years living in Nashville, TN and had been
living in Clarksville, TN since 1996.

Chhotubhai Vasanji Patel

In Loving Memory of

August 28, 1928 -  July 31, 2009

We regret to inform you that our GCA
member Shri Maheshbhai Zaveri of
Goodlettsville, TN, passed away on
Friday, July 24, 2009.

May God rest his soul in peace and give
the family courage as they pass through
this trying time.
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IT WAS a pleasure and an
honor to be one of the
volunteers organizing the
security at the LPS convention.
Not only did it include three
days of hard work, but also six
months of meticulous planning
and co-ordination with twenty
other committees. All of the
security volunteers worked
tirelessly throughout the
convention, often missing out
on the entertainment and events, and also working into the
early hours of the morning. Working as team was paramount
in ensuring everything went very smoothly.
My lasting memory of the convention, along with meeting
many new people, was the youth cruise on the General
Jackson showboat. We had almost 500 LPS youth members
on the cruise and just seeing how much they were enjoying
the experience was a pleasure, after all they will be the ones
organizing future LPS conventions.
Overall the convention was a huge success, and we hope
everybody who attended had an unforgettable experience.
We can take our knowledge from this convention along with
working together to make future LPS functions more
memorable for everybody.
James Patel, Security Co-Chair

Security Team at LPS of USA Convention says…

Safe and happy memories
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MY NAME is Ricky Raman, I am 19 years old and from
the Gham Afva, currently residing in Warner Robins,
Georgia. The intent behind this letter is for me, an LPS of
USA 2009 convention attendee, to give some sort of
feedback from a youth’s perspective to those in charge,
as in fact they are the ones who plan future conventions.
First off I would like to make a
comment on the venue itself. The
Gaylord Opryland location was
a good decision, in that it
provided a good place for the
convention to be held and safely
accommodate its guests. I also
had the opportunity to play in the
2009 LPS Golf Tournament, the
course was a great selection and
the LPS staff ensured that the
whole tournament ran smoothly
as well.
As far as the convention itself is considered, I believe it
went fairly smoothly, no major problems and an overall
enjoyable event for all ages. From the various seminars, I
really enjoyed one in particular. The ‘20-40-60’ seminar
was one that I believe really opened the ‘Pandora’s box’

of several points regarding our Leuva Patidar cultures,
traditions and practices. The only thing disliked about the
seminar was the length: I think that if the seminar was
longer and provided more of an open forum type structure
then more questions would be answered and more

suggestions would be heard as
well. After all it is the voice of the
youth that will ring in the future.
As a youth member I feel that the
motive behind this convention was
successful. It was a great platform
for people of all ages to reunite
with distant friends as well as
create new relationships moving
forward. With personal
experience, I can say that I met
a good amount of people who
share some of the same personal
interests as others.

In closing I would to like request the LPS to keep up the
good work and continue to develop and enhance our
culture, especially for the youth membership. Lastly, I
would like to say that this convention was good and I
enjoyed it a great deal.

An experience to cherish, and learn from
Leuva youth Ricky Raman shares his high points of the recently-held annual covention...
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Bharat ‘Bobby Newman’
Patel was honored as the
chief guest by the India
Cultural Association (ICA)
of the Bay Area at their
28th Annual Cultural
Program at the Santa
Clara Convention Center
on August 23, 2009.  The
ICA also celebrated their
35th anniversary this
year.
The ICA, founded in 1974
in San Jose, California,
represents people of

Indian origin
in the San Francisco bay area. Vinod Patel, president of
ICA honored Bobby and his wife Nayna with a plaque.
During his recognition speech, Vinod reiterated Bobby’s
accomplishments in Louisiana and California.
Bobby, a successful hotel entrepreneur, is also very active
in social organizations, including being president of the
Charitable Care Foundation and vice president of the Leuva
Patidar Samaj of USA.
Bobby has been an active member of both organizations
for many years. The event of that saw more than 18
performances was enjoyed by over 500 people.

ICA honors Bharat ‘Bobby’ Patel
The Federation of
Indian Associations
(FIA) is the largest
n o n - p r o f i t
organisation of NY, NJ
and CT, and it hold a
popular annual
parade each year,
celebrating the
Indian Independence
day.
This year, at the 62nd

anniversary of India’s
i n d e p e n d e n c e ,
Raman was a Guest
of Honor at the FIA
parade, where he was presented with an award of
excellence and grateful appreciation by Bollywood actress
Shilpa Shetty on behalf of the FIA.
The FIA mentioned their admiration and saluted Raman
for his ‘brilliance, superb business acumen, incredible
expertise and experience in Hospitality Industry,
phenomenal growth and success of JHM Hotels, visionary
dynamic leadership, outstanding philanthropy, humanity,
modesty and enhancing progress prosperity and potential
of Rama Family, doyen of Hotel - Motel Industry,’ in a
special plaque.

FIA honours Raman ‘RP’ Rama
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Dipak Sardar stood tall pledging

$25,000 over the next five years to the

LPS Scholarship Foundation
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No  State  Name             Cell Number        Email Address                       City

List of Area Representatives 2009 - 2010

1 A R Mukesh Patel (501) 486-9121 m66np@yahoo.com Little Rock
2 A R Satish J Patel (901) 210-8799 hal lmarcinn@yahoo.com Marion
3 C A Dalsukh K Patel (562) 865-0020 amarpatel15@gmail .com Cerr i tos
4 C A Kamal R Hira (323) 867-7001 kamalh17@yahoo.com Los Angeles
5 C A Dilip R Patel (415) 332-1732 dildi l i@yahoo.com Mill Valley
6 C A Navin N Patel (650) 773-2100 navinwpatel@yahoo.com Hillsborough
7 C A Mahendra Arvind (415) 254-7650 mahendraarvind@comcast.net Mill Valley
8 C A Ashok Patel (530) 242-1762 akpgoji@sbcglobal.net St Redding
9 C A Hasmukh B Patel (213) 503-0025 bdayal j i@gmai l .com Los Angeles
1 0 F L Chris Patel (941) 575-1360 chrispatel1202@yahoo.com Gorda
11 F L Anil D.Patel (904) 536-4411 ani l@asutosh.com Jacksonvi l le
1 2 F L Dipak Patel (352) 732-4590 dpatel391@yahoo.com Ocala
1 3 F L Vasant Desai (850) 723-5962 eodesai@yahoo.com Pensecola
1 4 F L Piyush Mulji (813) 298-8611 piyush@mulj i .net Dade City
1 5 G A Nagindas Patel (404) 642-1611 naginhira@aol.com SE Smyrna
1 6 G A Deepak R Patel (912) 920-1920 royal inn@gmai l .com Rincon
1 7 IL Harshad Patel (309) 764-1709 hpatel7896@aol.com Moline
1 8 K Y Pinakin Thakor (502) 316-0207 prthakor1313@yahoo.com Ashland
1 9 K Y Dharmendra Patel (859) 351-5392 pateldan76@yahoo.com Paris
2 0 M A Dilip K Patel (713) 540-2359 dpatelgoji@gmail.com Sutton
2 1 M S Babubhai Patel (601) 209-0878 jerrypatel59@gmail.com Clinton
2 2 M S Devendra Patel (601) 456-6485 devbaj ipura@aol.com Vicksburg
2 3 N Y Dhirubhai Patel (914) 536-9344 sawmi l l25@aol .com Elmsford
2 4 O H Hemant Patel (513) 295-1917 patelaashi@msn.com Springfield
2 5 O H Sunil Desai (513) 226-6794 srkdesai@hotmai l .com Cincinnati
2 6 O R Dilip Patel (541) 731-9645 dpatel026@aol.com Eugene
2 7 O R Nikhil B Patel (503) 559-9509 premierhospital i ty@yahoo.com Wilsonvil le
2 8 S C Thakorbhai Patel (803) 261-4747 abbv i rk@msn.com Columbia
2 9 S C J C Patel (803) 524-1120 Rock Hill
3 0 S C Natu V Patel (843) 229-6391 natuvpatel@yahoo.com Florence
3 1 T N Ashvin Patel (731) 298-5819 days innd ickson@yahoo.com South Dickson
3 3 T N Jitu D Patel (615) 491-2070 kalpanapt l@yahoo.com Nashvi l le
3 4 T N Rajendra N Patel (931) 580-1419 rpatel63@comcast.net Shelbyvi l le
3 5 T N Chetan P Kana (731) 298-6015 cpkana@aol .com Jackson
3 6 T N Ramesh B Patel (615) 969-9990 keva l65@yahoo.com Goodletsvil le
3 7 T N Pravin N Patel (423) 892-1500 petervhg@comcast.net Chattnooga
3 8 T X Ashwin D Patel (713) 256-3623 ashwinp67@yahoo.com B a y t o w n
3 9 T X Kamlesh J Patel (254) 760-2420 kamcoors@aol .com Harker Heights
4 0 T X Hasu D Patel (713) 861-9000 HasuDPatel@aol.com Houston
4 1 T X Pravin K Patel (214) 207-3093 pkpatel06@att.net Dallas
4 2 T X Himanshu M Patel (409) 543-2215 hemanmpatel@yahoo.com Sabine Pass
4 3 T X Samir T Patel (832) 567-8484 sampatelstp@yahoo.com Houston
4 4 T X Manish Desai (713) 410-5109 symphony@sbcglobal .net Houston
4 5 T X Balvant T Patel (214) 223-1952 pateldavid62@yahoo.com Irving
4 6 T X Jayesh M Patel (214) 926-6034 jaybr i ya@msn.com Canton
4 7 W A Arvind Patel (503) 708-5404 arv ind@asmhotels.com Vancouver

LPS grand sponsors
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⁄Î‚¿˘fiı µ»ıfl÷Ì ‰ı‚Î ÷‹ÎflÌ Á˙◊Ì ‹˘ÀÌ …‰Î⁄ÿÎflÌ ¿¥?
 ÷ı‹fiı ¤HÎ‰Î ‹ÎÀı ¿Ëı÷Î flËı‰_ ±fiı » ±Î_¿ÕÎfiÌ Áı·flÌ‰Î‚Ì Ωı⁄ ‹ı‚‰‰Î
Á‹Ω‰‰_, ÷ı.

 ÏÂZÎHÎ, ‹ÒS›˘ ±√I›fiÎ_ »ı.
 ÁÎflÎ ‹Îfi‰Ì ⁄fi‰_ ‰‘ ±√I›fi_ »ı.
 ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î±ı Á˙’˛◊‹ ·ŒÕÎ±˘◊Ì ÿÒfl flËı‰_.

±Î’HÎÎ ‘‹˝, Á‹Î… ±fiı Á_V¿ÚÏ÷◊Ì ÀÌfiı…fl˘ ÂÎ ‹ÎÀı ÿÒfl flËı »ı?
 ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fi˘ ‰‘ ’Ïfl«› ¿flÎ‰Â˘ ÷˘ ÷ı±˘ ±Î’HÎÌ
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷fiı ‰‘ Á‹…Âı ±fiı ¤ Ó̆Ã’ ±fi¤‰Âı fiËŸ.

 ‹Î÷-Ï’÷Î±ı ’˘÷ÎfiÎ ‰÷˝fi ‰Õı Ω÷ı ÿÎ¬·˘ ⁄ıÁÎÕ‰˘ Ωı¥±ı, Á_÷Îfi˘
’˛I›ı ‰‘ ’ı̨‹ ÿÂÎ˝‰‰˘ Ωı¥±ı.

 Á‹Î… ±fiı ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ±Î_‘‚_ ±fi¿flHÎ ¿fl‰Î ¿Ëı »ı, ÷ı‹fiı Ω÷ı
Ï‰«Îfl‰Î ÿı÷Î fi◊Ì. ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î Ωı ÁÏ‰V÷Îfl Á‹Ω‰Âı fiËŸ ÷˘ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı
flÁ ’ÕÂı fiËŸ. ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı Á‹Î…fiÎ ¿Î›˝ø‹˘‹Î_ ‹Ω ’Õ÷Ì fi◊Ì. ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı
fiÎÀ¿˘ √‹÷Î fi◊Ì. ’HÎ, fiıÂ‰Ì·fiÎ GCA ¿Î›˝ø‹‹Î_ fiÎÀ¿˘ … Ë˘› »ı.

 ‹Î÷-Ï’÷Îfiı ‘‹˝fiÌ ’ÕÌ fi◊Ì, ±ı ±_√ı ÷ı±˘ ÕoŒÎÁ ‹Îflı »ı.
Â_ ∞‰fi‹Î_ ·ıµ‰Î VhÎÌ±˘ ¿fl÷Î_ ·ıµ‰Î ’flÊ˘ ’Î»‚ flËÌ √›Î »ı?
 VhÎÌ±˘ CÎfl ⁄ËÎfl ¿Î‹‘_‘Î ¿flı »ı, CÎflfiÌ ±fiı ⁄Î‚¿˘fiÌ ÿı¬flı¬ flÎ¬ı »ı,
flÎ_‘ı »ı, ÁŒÎ¥ ¿flı »ı, ’HÎ »˘¿flÎ±˘ Â_ ¿flı »ı?

 ÏÁ_Ë ±˘»Î »ı, CÎıÀÎ_ ‰‘ »ı.
 ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ‹ÎÀı ±Î ⁄Î⁄÷ ÁÎ«Ì ËÂı. »˘¿flÎ±˘ ±Î‚Á »ı.
 ÷ı±˘ ‹ËI‰Î¿Î_ZÎÎ ‘flÎ‰÷Î fi◊Ì.
 »˘¿flÎ±˘ ÁŒ‚÷Î ±fiı ÏÁÏ© ‘flÎ‰÷Î fi◊Ì.
 ÁŒ‚÷Î ±fiı ÏÁÏ© ‹ı‚‰‰ÎfiÌ ¿ıÀ·Î¿ »˘¿flÎ±˘fiı ¿˘¥ ’fl‰Î Ë˘÷Ì fi◊Ì.
 ±‹ÎflÎ ‹ÎÀı ±Î ⁄Î⁄÷ ÁÎ«Ì fi◊Ì. »˘¿flÎ±˘ ⁄flÎ⁄fl flV÷ı »ı.
 ‹Î÷-Ï’÷Î ’ÎÁı ‘fiÁ_’ÏkÎ Ë˘‰Î »÷Î_ ⁄Î‚¿˘±ı ’˘÷ÎfiÎ ’√ ’fl ∂¤Î
flËı÷Î ÂÌ¬‰_ ’ÕÂı ÷ı ⁄Î⁄÷ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı …HÎÎ‰‰Ì ’ÕÂı.

’flHÎ‰Îfi˘ ÁÎ«˘ Á‹› @›˘?
 V‰÷_hÎ, ’√¤fl ◊›Î ’»Ì I›Î√fi˘ ‹ÏË‹Î Á‹Ω› I›Îflı.
 ·Bfi ‰ı‚Î ËÎ◊ ’fl ¿Î‹ Ë˘‰_ Ωı¥±ı. fiÎHÎÎ¿Ì› „V◊fl÷Î ±ıÀ·Ì …wflÌ fi◊Ì.
 24-25 ‰Ê˝fiÌ ™‹fl ⁄flÎ⁄fl √HÎÎ›.
 24-25 ‰Êı̋ ’flHÎ‰_, ’HÎ µ÷Î‰‚Î ◊Ô‰_ fiËŸ.
 Á‹› ⁄ÿ·Î›˘ »ı, ÏÂZÎHÎfi_ ‹Ëk‰ ‰K›_ »ı, »÷Î_ 24 ◊Ì 27 ‰Ê̋fiÌ ™‹fl lıWÃ
√HÎÎ›. VhÎÌ ’flÊ ⁄_fiı ÏÂÏZÎ÷ ±fiı ¿‹Î÷Î Ë˘‰Î Ωı¥±ı. ⁄_fiı‹Î_ …‰Î⁄ÿÎflÌfi_
¤Îfi Ë˘‰_ Ωı¥±ı. ·BfiÁ_⁄_‘ ⁄Î_‘‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÷ı ⁄_fiı ‹…⁄Ò÷ Ë˘‰Î Ωı¥±ı.

 Á_Ωı√˘ ±fiı T›„@÷√÷ ‘˘flHÎı ±Î ™‹fl ±·√ ±·√ Ë˘¥ Â¿ı. ±ı ⁄_fiı ¿˘·ı…‹Î_
¤HÎ÷Î Ë˘› ±fiı ’˘÷Îfiı Á’˘ÀÛ ¿flÌ fi Â¿ı ÷˘ ’flHÎÎ‰‰Îfi˘ Â˘ ±◊̋ »ı?

 ËÎ, ±Î ⁄flÎ⁄fl ™‹fl »ı, ’HÎ ·Bfi ‹ÎÀı ÿ⁄ÎHÎ ◊‰_ fi Ωı¥±ı, fiËŸ ÷˘
’»Ì◊Ì ‹U¿ı·Ì±˘ ÁΩ˝Âı ±fiı ÿ˘Êfi˘ À˘’·˘ ÷‹Îflı ‹Î◊ı Ã·‰ÎÂı.

 ÿflı¿fiÌ Ï…_ÿ√Ì ±·√ »ı, ÷ı◊Ì Ïfi›‹ ⁄fiÎ‰Î› fiËŸ.

LPSfiÎ 20 ◊Ì 45 ‰Ê˝fiÌ ™‹flfiÎ ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ÁP›˘fiı ¿ıÀ·Î¿

’˛ë˘ ’Ò»Î›Î Ë÷Î, …‰Î⁄˘ ÁÎ◊ı ÷ı ±hÎı ’˛V÷÷ »ı—
 fi˘¿flÌ ‹ı‚‰Ì 25 ‰Ê˝fiÌ ™‹flı ’flHÎ‰_.
 ‰Ëı·Î ’flHÎ‰_ ÁÎfl_ »ı, ’HÎ ÿ⁄ÎHÎ fi Ë˘‰_ Ωı¥±ı. jÎÌ-’flÊ ÏÂÏZÎ÷ ±fiı
¿‹Î÷Î Ë˘‰Î Ωı¥±ı.

 µ÷Î‰‚ ¿fl‰Î◊Ì Á_⁄_‘ ⁄√ÕÂı.
·Bfi ’»ÌfiÎ ’˛◊‹ ‰Ê ˝̆‹Î_ Á˙◊Ì ‹˘À˘ ’Õ¿Îfl ¿›˘ ?
 ±ı¿⁄ÌΩfiı Á‹…‰Î ÷ı.
 fl˘Ï…_ÿÌ Ï…_ÿ√Ì √·Î⁄Ì Ë˘÷Ì fi◊Ì.
 »˘¿flÌ±˘±ı ÁÎÁÏfl›Î_ ÁÎ◊ı Á‹ı‚ ÁÎ‘‰˘ ’Õı »ı.
 ¥fi·˘{ (ÁÎÁÏfl›Î_) ÁÎ◊ı ¿Q›Ïfi¿ıÀ ¿flÌ ÷ı‹fiı Á‹…‰Î ’Õı ±fiı ÷ı‹fiÌ
ÁÎ◊ı ÁÎflÎ Á_⁄_‘ Ω‚‰‰Î ’Õı.

‰ÎflÁÎ√÷ Ï‹Ï·›fi˘fl ⁄fiÌ±ı ÷˘...
 Á_÷Îfi˘fiı ±œ‚¿ ‘fiÁ_’ÏkÎfi˘ ‰ÎflÁ˘ ±Î’‰˘ ÃÌ¿ »ı, ’fl_÷ Á_÷Îfi˘‹Î_
ÁÎfl- ±ÁÎflfi˘ Ï‰‰ı¿ Ë˘‰˘ …wflÌ »ı.

 ’flÁı‰ÎfiÌ ¿‹ÎHÎÌ ±ıÀ·ı Â_, ÷ı Ë¿Ì¿÷fiÌ Á_÷Îfi˘fiı ¬⁄fl … Ë˘÷Ì fi◊Ì.
 Á_÷Îfi˘fiı ÁÎ«Î ‹ÒS›˘ ÂÌ¬‰Ì±ı ÷˘ ÷ı‹fiı ±œ‚¿ ‰ÎflÁ˘ ±Î’‰Î‹Î_ ¿o¥
¬˘À<_ fi◊Ì.

 ÷ı‹fiı ’̂ÁÎfi_ ‹ÒS› Á‹…‰Î ÿ˘, ’flÁı‰˘ ’ÎÕÌ ∞‰fi ∞‰÷Î ÂÌ¬‰Î ÿ˘.
fi‰Ì …fiflıÂfi ‹ÎÀı ›˘B› ∞‰fiÁÎ◊Ì ‹ı‚‰‰Îfi˘ flV÷˘ @›˘?
 Á_÷Îfi˘ ‹ÎÀı ‹Î÷-Ï’÷Î±ı fiËŸ, ’HÎ ÷ı‹HÎı Ω÷ı … ∞‰fiÁÎ◊Ì Â˘‘‰Î
Ωı¥±ı.

 fiıÀ‰¿Û, fiıÀ‰¿Û, fiıÀ‰¿Û.
 ‰ı⁄ÁÎ¥À.
 shaadi.com ‹ÎflŒ÷ı.

±Î’HÎÎ Á‹Î… ÷flÌ¿ı ±Î’HÎÌ Á‹ZÎ ±Î√Î‹Ì 20 ◊Ì 25 ‰Ê˝‹Î_ Á˙◊Ì
‹˘À˘ ’Õ¿Îfl @›˘ »ı ?
 ±ÎS¿˘Ë˘·, ±ı ±Î’HÎÌ ’Õ÷Ì fi˘÷flÂı.
 ±Î’HÎı ±_ÿfl-±_ÿfl {CÎÕ÷Î flËÌ±ı »Ì±ı, ÷ı.
 ‹Î÷-Ï’÷Î Á_÷Îfi˘‹Î_ ÁÎ«Î ‹ÒS›˘fi_ ÁŸ«fi fi◊Ì ¿fl÷Î ÷ı.
 Á_÷Îfi˘fiı ‘‹˝ ÂÌ¬‰Ì ’ı̨flHÎÎ ±Î’‰Ì ÷ı.

Á‰HÎ˝ (lıWÃ) ‰Ê ˝̆‹Î_ Ω÷fiı ¿Î⁄Ò‹Î_ fi flÎ¬Ì Â¿Î› ÷˘ Â_ ¿fl‰_ ?
 Á_÷Îfi˘±ı ‹Î÷-Ï’÷ÎfiÌ Á_¤Î‚ ·ı‰Ì.
 fiÏÁ*√ Ë˘‹‹Î_ flËı‰Î …¥ Â¿Î›, ‹fiı ÷ıfi˘ ¿˘¥ ‰Î_‘˘ fi◊Ì.
 ⁄«÷fiı ±Î‘Îflı ËıS◊ ¿ıfl ±fiı ËÎµÁ-ËıS’ ‹‚Ì flËıÂı.
 V‰÷_hÎ ⁄fi‰_, ¿˘¥fiÌ ’fl ±Î‘Îfl flÎ¬‰˘ fiËŸ, ¿˘¥fiÌ ’ÎÁı◊Ì ¿˘¥ ±ÎÂÎ-
±’ıZÎÎ flÎ¬‰Ì fiËŸ.

⁄˛Î¥Õ Â˘Ï’_√ ? ¿L›ÎfiÌ ’Á_ÿ√Ì ?
 ¿L›ÎfiÌ ’Á_ÿ√Ì ¿flÎ‰ÎfiÌ fi Ë˘›, ±ı ÷˘ ’˘÷Îfiı Ïÿ·fiı …ı ¿L›Î √‹÷Ì
Ë˘›, ÷ıfiÌ ÁÎ◊ı ’flHÎ‰_.

 ⁄˛Î¥Õ Â˘Ï’_√ ⁄flÎ⁄fl fi◊Ì.
 ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_ ÁÎflÌ ¿L›Î±˘ µ’·O‘ »ı.
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∂_ fiı ±Ïfl›˘ CÎ‹, ‰ÌË·Î,
ËÒflı÷ ‹ı‚˘ Ωı‰Î √ı›·Î,

±Î‹ ÷˘ ±ı¿ ‰Îfl ±Î√ ·Î√·Ì,
fiı ±ı¿ ‰Îfl flı· ±Î‰·Ì,

’HÎ ¤Î_¥√_ ¤Î_¥√_ ÷˘›ı ¤w«,
ËÒflı÷ ±ıÀ·ı ËÒflı÷, ‰ÌË·Î.
¨ fiı ±Ïfl›˘ CÎ‹, ‰ÌË·Î

√˘¿<Ï‚›_ ¿fl‰Î ËÒflı÷ √ı›·Î.
ÀıÁfi◊Ì fiŸËflÌ ¤Î√‚ √ı≥·Î,
¤Î√‚ ±Î√‚ Ωı‰Î …ı‰_ CÎı≥·_.
¬ÎhÎÌ‹Î_ ‹Î¬ÏHÎ›_, ¿Î◊˘ ·ı≥fiı

Ï‹_›Î¤Î¥ ’Îfi’|Ì ·ı≥fiı ⁄ıË·Î.
±Ïfl›ÎfiÎ ‹ Ó̆‹Î_ ’ÎHÎÌ ±Î‰·_.

Ï‹_›Î¤Î¥±ı ‹Î¬ÏHÎ›_ ‰‘Îflı ·√Î¥‚_
±ÏflCÎÎfiÎ ‹ Ó̆‹Î_ Œ˘S·Î_ ¨≥ÃÎ_
√˘flfi˘ √Î_√·˘ ‹ Ó̆‹Î_ flÎ≥¬˘,

¨ fiı ±Ïfl›˘ CÎ‹, ‰ÌË·Î
√˘¿Ï‚›_ ¿fl‰Î ËÒflı÷ √ı≥·Î.
ŒıLÁÌ ‰Î‚ ¿Î’‰ÎfiÌ ÿ¿Îfi‹Î_

±Ïfl›Î¤Î¥ ⁄Î· ¿’Î‰‰Î ’ıÃÎ.
±Î’‚ı ÷˘ ÁÕ¿ ’fl, ‰ÌË·Î
±Î‹÷ı‹ ±Î_ÀÎ ‹Îfl÷Î ⁄ıÃÎ.
’»Ì ‹Îfl_ ⁄ıÀ<_ ±ı‰_ ◊ı≥·_

√˘¿<Ï‚›_ ¿fl‰Î ËÒflı÷ √›ı·Î

ËÒflı÷ = ÁÒfl÷, ¨ = Ë_, ±Ïfl›˘ ‘‹ = ËÏfl›˘ CÎ™, √ı›·Î = √›ı·Î, ¤Î≥√_ = ¤Î_√_, ÀıÂfi◊Ì = VÀıÂfi◊Ì, fiŸËflÌ = fiÌ¿‚Ì, ¬ÎLfiÌ‹Î_ = ¬Î_ÕHÎÌ‹Î_,
÷Î_ = I›Î_, CÎ˘‚_¿ = ÷˘Õ<_¿, ËÎfl_ = ÁÎ«,_ ’Ï‚›Î = ’ÕuÎ, ËÎ‹ı = ÁÎ‹ı, ÏË¬Î‹HÎ = ÏÂ¬Î‹HÎ, fi¬ı = fiËŸ, ËÎËfi_ = ÁÎÁfi_, ËÎ¿ = ÂÎ¿, ’‚Âı = ’ÕÂı

‹Î◊_ ‹ı·_ fiı ±jÎ˘ ⁄ÒÃ˘
±Ïfl›ÎfiÎ ‹Î◊Î‹Î_ {Î‚ ∂ÃÌ,

÷Î_… ÿ·¤Î CÎÎ_«ÌfiÌ ÿ¿Îfi ÿÌÃÌ.
…flÎ÷flÎ Ïÿ‰ı· ·ı≥ «˘’≥‚_
Ï÷›Îflı ◊˘‚_¿ ËÎfl_ ·Î≥√_
¨ fiı ±Ïfl›˘ CÎ‹, ‰ÌË·Î

√˘¿Ï‚›_ ¿fl‰Î ËÒflıfi √ı≥·Î.
÷Î_◊Ì ‹˘÷Ì À˘¿Ì{ «Î·÷Î √ı≥·Î,

¬Â ◊¥fiı «√Õ˘· Ωı≥·Î.
√√fi‹Î_ «Õ‰Îfiı ±Ïfl›Î¤Î¥ ⁄ıÃÎ,

’HÎ ÷Q‹fl ¬Î¥fiı ’Ï‚›Î ËıÃÎ
¨ fiı ±Ïfl›˘ CÎ‹, ‰ÌË·Î,

√˘¿<Ï‚›_ ¿fl‰Î ËÒflı÷ √ı≥·Î.
CÎıflı ±Î‰Ì fiÎÏfi›Îfiı ËÎ‹ı «Î·Ì
±Ïfl›Î±ı ÏË¬Î‹HÎ ±ı‰Ì ±Î·Ì.

’Îfi ¬Î› ÷˘ √˘flËı ¬Î…ı,
fiı fi⁄ı ¿flÎ‰÷˘ À«Î¿,

√√fi‹Î_ «Õ‰ÎfiÌ ËÎËfi_ ËÎ¿
fiŸ ÷˘ µ’fl◊Ì ’‚Ëı ÿı≥fiı ¤«Î.

¨ fiı ±Ïfl›˘ CÎ‹, ‰ÌË·Î
√˘¿<Ï‚›_ ¿fl‰Î ËÒflı÷ √ı≥·Î.

·ı¬¿ — Ï¿Â˘fl ‹˘ÿÌ

’˛¿ÎÂ¿ — ±Q≤÷¤Î¥ ’Àı· - ‰Î_¿Îfiıfl

This is how we do it...

Girls just wanna have some fun...

Little Leuvas, great expressions...
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HOSPITALITY NEWS CORNER
What is Comfort Letter and the role in Loan Transactions

Where a hotel franchise agreement is in place, a lender will seek to preserve the
brand value of the hotel property created by the franchise agreement. The lender will wish
to obtain assurances in the form of a “comfort letter” from the franchisor to the effect
that in the event the hotel owner defaults under its loan arrangements and the lender
exercises its enforcement remedies under its loan documents, the franchisor will not
terminate the franchise agreement provided that the lender meets certain conditions.

Often the comfort letter will address issues raised by the resulting change in owner-
ship of the hotel property. A hotel franchise agreement will typically provide for a termi-
nation of the agreement if the property is transferred without the franchisor’s consent.
Accordingly, the primary issue to be addressed in the comfort letter will be the franchisor’s
consent to the continuation of rights under the franchise agreement if a change in
ownership of the hotel results from the lender’s exercise of its default remedies.

Additionally, the comfort letter may impose a transfer fee or require the lender or
new operator to execute a new franchise agreement or a formal assumption agreement.

In other instances, the lender or new operator may wish to terminate the franchise
agreement in order to reposition or “re-flag” the hotel property. Thus, the lender may
request a right on its part to terminate the franchise agreement without a termination
penalty or a reduced penalty.

Some comfort letters provide that the franchisor will give the lender notice and an
opportunity to cure a franchisee default prior to terminating the franchise agreement or
exercising its remedies.

Most comfort letters require that the lender’s consent be obtained in case of any
amendment to the franchise agreement.

In the context of a commercial lending transaction, the comfort letter is typically a
standard form prepared by the franchisor. Although franchisees may assume there is little
room for negotiation (comfort letters, like franchise agreements, being heavily weighted
in favor of the franchisor for the most part), it is important for a franchisee seeking to
obtain financing to recognize the role a comfort letter plays. The franchisor should
request a comfort letter as early as possible to ensure that there is sufficient time to
negotiate and finalize one without delay.

Prepared by Nancy Patel – Hotel Motel Broker
Fickling & Company Full Service Real Estate Company

Email Questions to npatel@fickling.com








